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EXTENDING THE TAMARI LATTICE TO SOME
COMPOSITIONS OF SPECIES
STEFAN FORCEY
Abstract. An extension of the Tamari lattice to the multiplihedra is dis-
cussed, along with projections to the composihedra and the Boolean lattice.
The multiplihedra and composihedra are sequences of polytopes that arose in
algebraic topology and category theory. Here we describe them in terms of
the composition of combinatorial species. We define lattice structures on their
vertices, indexed by painted trees, which are extensions of the Tamari lattice
and projections of the weak order on the permutations. The projections from
the weak order to the Tamari lattice and the Boolean lattice are shown to
be different from the classical ones. We review how lattice structures often
interact with the Hopf algebra structures, following Aguiar and Sottile who
discovered the applications of Mo¨bius inversion on the Tamari lattice to the
Loday-Ronco Hopf algebra.
1. Introduction
We will be looking at the following spectrum of polytopes:
Permutohedron     Multiplihedron    Composihedron     Associahedron   Hypercube
Here is a planar rooted binary tree, often called a binary tree:
r
0 1 2 3 4
{ {
{leaves 0...4
right
limb
left
limb
trunk
root
1
3
2 4
nodes 1...4
branches{
We only label the leaves and interior nodes (branch points) with their left-to-right
ordering when necessary. The branches are the edges with a leaf. The nodes are also
partially ordered by their proximity to the root, which is maximal; in the picture
node 3 > 1 > 2. The set of planar rooted binary trees with n nodes and n+1 leaves
is denoted Yn.
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1.0.1. Notation. We will choose from the current rather prolix notation used for the
classical polytopes and lattices, and try to decrease the proliferation of symbols by
referring to a polytope and its associated orders by a common name. The context
will determine whether we are focused on the face structure, the vertices alone, or
the 1-skeleton. Since the vertices are used more often, we let that be the default
meaning, and add more specifics if necessary. For instance if we wish to refer to
the general planar trees that index the faces of the associahedron, we’ll make that
clear.
The Tamari lattice is denoted either Yn or Tn. The set of painted trees with
n nodes and n + 1 leaves is denoted Mn and the lattice structure on that set
is denoted Mn as well. The set of binary trees with leaves weighted by positive
integers summing to n + 1 is denoted CKn and the lattice structure we define on
that set is denoted CKn as well. Let [n] = {1, . . . , n}. The Boolean lattice of subsets
of [n] is denoted Qn. The lattice of weakly ordered permutations on [n] , described
below, is denoted Sn. We also continue this abusive notation by using the same
symbols to denote the polytopes whose vertices are indexed by the indicated set.
Thus the (n − 1) -dimensional associahedron is denoted Yn, which corresponds
to the notation Kn in [13] or K(n + 1) in [7] or even Kn+1 in Stasheff’s original
notation. The (n− 1)-dimensional permutohedron, multiplihedron, composihedron
and hypercube are denoted Sn, Mn, CKn, and Qn respectively. Rather than a
subscript n, we sometimes use a placeholder • to refer to the entire sequence at
once.
The 1-skeleta of the families of polytopes S·,M·, Y· and Q· are Hasse diagrams
of posets. For the permutahedron Sn, the corresponding poset is the (left) weak
order, which we describe in terms of permutations. A cover in the weak order has
the form w l (k, k+1)w, where k precedes k+1 among the values of w. Figure 1
displays the weak order on S4, the Tamari order on Y4 and the Boolean lattice Q3.
1.1. Species. A combinatorial species of sets is an endofunctor of Finite Sets with
bijections.
Example 1.1. The species L of lists takes a set to linear orders of that set.
L({a, d, h}) = {a < d < h, a < h < d, h < a < d, h < d < a, d < a < h, d < h < a }
Example 1.2. The species Y of binary trees takes a set to trees with labeled leaves.
Y({a, d, h}) = {       ,       , ... ,       ,       , ...}
a  d  h a  h  d a  d  h a  h  d
We define the composition of two species following Joyal in [12]:
(G ◦ H)(U) =
⊔
pi
G(pi)×
∏
Ui∈pi
H(Ui)
where the union is over partitions of U into any number of nonempty disjoint
parts.
pi = {U1, U2, . . . , Un} such that U1 unionsq · · · unionsq Un = U.
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Figure 1. Hasse diagrams of three classical lattices in this paper:
Weak order on S4, Tamari lattice Y4 and Boolean lattice Q3.
This formula also appears to be known as the cumulant formula, the moment
sequence of a random variable, and the domain for operad composition:
γ : F ◦ F → F .
2. Several flavors of trees
2.1. Ordered, Bi-leveled and Painted trees. Many variations of the idea of
the binary tree have proven useful in applications to algebra and topology. Each
variation we mention can have its leaves labeled, providing an example of a set
species.
An ordered tree (sometimes called leveled) has a vertical ordering of the n nodes
as well as horizontal. This allows a well-known bijection between the ordered trees
with n nodes and the permutations Sn. We will call this bijection bij1. This
bijection and all the other maps we will discuss are demonstrated in Figure 7.
As defined in 2.1 of [9], a bi-leveled tree (t;T) is a planar binary tree t ∈ Yn
together with an (upper) order ideal T of its node poset, where T contains the
leftmost node of t as a minimal element. (Recall that an upper order ideal is a
sub-poset such that x > y ∈ T implies x ∈ T.) We draw the underlying tree t and
circle the nodes in T. By the condition on T, all nodes along the leftmost branch
are circled and none are circled above the leftmost node.
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Saneblidze and Umble [17] introduced bi-leveled trees in terms of equivalence
classes on ordered trees. They describe a cellular projection from the permutahedra
to Stasheff’s multiplihedra M·, with the bi-leveled trees on n nodes indexing the
vertices Mn.
Definition 2.1. We denote Saneblidze and Umble’s map as β : Sn →Mn, as in
[9], and describe it as the map which first circles all the nodes vertically ordered
below and including the leftmost node, and then forgets the vertical ordering of the
nodes.
Numbering the nodes in a tree t ∈ Yn 1, . . . , n from left to right, T becomes a
subset of {1, . . . , n}.
Definition 2.2. The partial order on Mn is defined by (s;S) ≤ (t;T) if s ≤ t in
Yn and T ⊆ S.
Theorem 2.3. The poset of bi-leveled trees is a lattice.
Proof. The unique supremum of two bi-leveled trees (t;T) and (s;S) is found by
first taking their unique supremum sup{t, s} in the Tamari lattice, and then circling
as many nodes of sup{t, s} in the intersection T ∩ S as are allowed by the upper
order ideal condition. That is, the circled nodes of the join comprise the largest
order ideal of nodes of sup{t, s} that is contained in T ∩ S. The unique infimum is
found by taking the infimum of the two trees in the Tamari lattice, the union of
the two order ideals, and adding to the latter any nodes necessary to make that
union an order ideal in the node poset of inf{s, t}. That is, the meet is given by
(inf{t, s};T ∪ S ∪ {x | x > y ∈ T ∪ S}). 
The Hasse diagrams of the posets Mn are 1-skeleta for the multiplihedra. The
Hasse diagram ofM4 appears in Figure 4. Stasheff used a different type of tree for
the vertices of M·. A painted binary tree is a planar binary tree t, together with
a (possibly empty) upper order ideal of the node poset of t. (Recall the root node
is maximal.) We indicate this ideal by painting part of a representation of t. For
clarity, we stop our painting in the middle of edges (not precisely at nodes). Here
are a few simple examples,
, , , , .
An An-space is a topological H-space with a weakly associative multiplication
of points [18]. Maps between A∞ spaces are only required to preserve the A∞
structure up to homotopy. Stasheff [19] described these maps combinatorially using
cell complexes called multiplihedra, while Boardman and Vogt [4] used spaces of
painted trees. Both the spaces of trees and the cell complexes are homeomorphic
to convex polytope realizations of the multiplihedra as shown in [7].
If f : (X, •)→ (Y, ∗) is an A∞-map homotopy H-spaces, then the different ways
to multiply and map n points of X are naturally represented by a painted tree,
as follows. Nodes not painted correspond to multiplications in X, painted nodes
correspond to multiplications in Y , and the beginning of the painting (along the
edges) indicates the moment f is applied to a given point in X. (Weak associativity
of X and Y justifies the use of planar binary trees, which represent the distinct
associations on a set of inputs.) See Figure 2.
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f(a)∗ (f(b • c)∗ f(d)) ←→
Figure 2. An-maps between H-spaces (X, •) f−→ (Y,∗) are
painted trees.
Figure 4 shows two versions of the three-dimensional multiplihedron as Hasse
diagrams.
Bi-leveled trees having n+1 internal nodes are in bijection with painted trees
having n internal nodes, the bijection being given by pruning: Remove the leftmost
branch (and hence, node) from a bi-leveled tree to get a tree whose order ideal is
the order ideal of the bi-leveled tree, minus the leftmost node. We refer to this as
bij2. This mapping and its inverse are illustrated in Figure 3. The composition of
bij2 with β is just called β. (We will often use these bijections as identities.)
Figure 3. Painted trees correspond to bi-leveled trees.
Figure 4. Two Hasse diagrams of the multiplihedra lattice M4,
labeled with painted and bi-leveled trees.
Remark 2.4. If the leaves of a painted binary tree are labeled by the elements
of a set, it is recognizable as a structure in a certain combinatorial species: the
self-composition Y ◦ Y of binary trees. The structure types of this species are the
(unlabeled) binary painted trees themselves. Forgetting the painting in any painted
tree is precisely the composition in the operad of binary trees.
Forgetting the levels in a bi-leveled tree (removing the circles) gives a different
(from the one just remarked on) projection to binary trees. We denote this by
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φ :Mn → Yn as in [9]. Now the composition φ ◦β gives the Tonks projection from
Sn to Fyn, denoted respectively by Θ in [20], by τ in [9] and by Ψ in [13].
In [13] Loday and Ronco define a poset map from Yn to Qn. (They call it φ,
here we denote it φˆ to avoid duplicate naming.) This map takes a tree and gives
a vertex of the hypercube [−1, 1]n by assigning either +1 or −1 to each of the
branches not on a limb. Each branch is assigned its slope, where the tree is drawn
with 45 degree angles. Further, they use a bijection (we call it bij4) from these
vertices to elements of the boolean lattice Qn defined by including the elements
i ∈ [n − 1] which correspond to the coordinates xi = −1. The composition of φˆ, φ
and β gives the descents of the permutation.
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Figure 5. The maps Θ = φ ◦ β shown with retracted intervals shaded.
2.2. Trees with corrollas. We will use the term corolla to describe a rooted tree
with one interior node and n+ 1 leaves. In a forest of corollas attached to a binary
tree, each corolla may be replaced by a positive weight counting the number of
leaves in the corolla. (Alternately, as in [10], the corollas may be replaced by
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combs.) These all give weighted trees.
(1)
=
2 3 1 2
=
Remark 2.5. By labeling leaves of a comb by the elements of a set, we define a
species called C, which is in fact isomorphic to the species of lists. Labeled weighted
trees (as combs grafted to a tree) are recognizable as the structures in the species
composition Y ◦ C.
Let CKn denote the weighted trees with weights summing to n+2. These index
the vertices of the n-dimensional composihedron, CK(n+1) [8]. This sequence of
polytopes parameterizes homotopy maps from strictly associative H-spaces to A∞-
spaces.
If we use right combs instead of corollas as the weights on our weighted trees,
then the same relations as in Mn give the weighted trees a lattice structure. The
joins and meets are found as for painted trees, with the final step of combing the
unpainted subtrees. Figure 6 gives two pictures of the composihedron CK4. The 2
Figure 6. The one-skeleton of the three-dimensional composi-
hedron, as a Hasse diagram labeled by two representations of
weighted trees.
and 3-dimensional composihedra CK(n) also appear as the commuting diagrams in
enriched bicategories [8]. As a special case of enriched bicategories, these diagrams
appear in the definition of pseudomonoids [1, Appendix C].
On the other hand, attaching a forest of binary trees to a single corolla is really
just a way of picturing an ordered forest of binary trees, listed left to right. There
is a well known bijection from the set of ordered forests with n + 1 total leaves to
Yn. We call this bijection bij3. It is described by taking the k trees of the forest in
left-to-right order and attaching them to a single limb, which will be the new left
limb. Thus we can recognize this set as another version of Yn.
Finally we consider trees with n interior nodes obtained by grafting a forest of
combs to the leaves of a comb (which is painted). Analogous to 1, these are weighted
combs (or corollas). As these are in bijection with number-theoretic compositions
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of n+1, we refer to them as composition trees.
= =
3 2 1 4
= (3 , 2, 1, 4) .
Remark 2.6. Leaf-labeled composition trees (where we are labeling the leaves of
the forest of combs grafted to a comb) are recognizable as the structures in the
species composition C ◦ C.
In the next section we will describe maps from the multiplihedra to the hy-
percubes, but first we note that we will use a different bijection from the set of
composition trees to Qn. A composition tree is associated by bijection bij5 with
the set of vertices that are unpainted.
3. Interval retracts
In [9] it is shown that there exists a section of the projection β : Sn →Mn which
demonstrates β to be an interval retract. We review that definition here. Recall
that an interval [a, b] of a poset P is a sub-poset given by {x | a ≤ x ≤ b ∈ P.}
A surjective poset map f : P → Q from a finite lattice P is an interval retract if
the fibers of f are intervals and if f admits an order-preserving section g : Q → P
with f ◦ g = id. Also in [9] there is proven a useful relation between the Mo¨bius
functions of S· and M·, which is in fact established there in a general form.
Theorem 3.1. [9] Let the poset map f : P → Q be an interval retract, then the
Mo¨bius functions µP and µQ of P and Q are related by the formula
(2) µQ(x, y) =
∑
f(a)=x
f(b)=y
µP (a, b) (∀x, y ∈ Q).
The proof in [9] relies on the fact that the intersection of two intervals in a lattice
is again an interval.
Here we define eight closely related maps in order to demonstrate four new
interval retracts: first four projections, each associated to a corresponding section.
Mn
γ}}}}
ϕ "" ""
Yn
ϕˆ !! !!
CKn
γˆ||||
Qn
Mn==
γ<
. 
bb
ϕ>
1 Q
Yn aa
ϕˆ> 0 P
CKn<<
γˆ<- 
Qn
The maps γ and γˆ operate by replacing the painted portion with a corolla, while
ϕ and ϕˆ replace the unpainted forest with a forest of corollas.
We define the sections γ< and γˆ< by replacing painted corollas with left combs,
while ϕ> and ϕˆ> are defined by replacing unpainted corollas with right combs
The main result will be that each paired projection and section between the
same two lattices together define an interval retract. In figure 7 we demonstrate all
the projections and bijections described above.
Theorem 3.2. The map γ is an interval retract fromMn to Yn.
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(3 2 1 5 4)
(-1, -1, +1, -1) {1,2,4}     [4]
U
{1,2}      [4]
U
bij1
bij2
bij3
bij5 bij4
β
γ
φ
ϕ
ϕ^ γ^
φ^
descent
β
Figure 7. Projections and bijections in this paper.
Proof. We use the section γ<. Thus we need to show four things: that γ
−1(t) is
an interval in Mn for any t ∈ Yn; that γ and γ< both preserve order, and that
γ ◦γ< is the identity map. This last fact is straightforward, since it constitutes first
removing and then replacing an unpainted forest on its painted comb.
Consider t ∈ Yn with the k-forest f of subtrees with initial nodes on the left
limb of t. To show that inverse images of γ are intervals, we point out that γ−1(t)
is the set of painted trees with unpainted forest f and any painted portion. This
is an interval since its elements comprise all those between a unique min and max
given by minimizing and maximizing the painted portion. In fact, the interval is
isomorphic to a copy of the Tamari lattice Yk−1.
Next to show that γ preserves the order, we let a < b ∈ Mn. This means that
ta ≤ tb in the Tamari order, and that Pa ⊇ Pb. Now we may visualize the action of
γ as a series of smaller steps: first we make all possible Tamari moves in the painted
region of a that each yield sequentially lesser trees. Then we attach a new branch
to the left-most painted point of a, and finally forget the painting altogether. The
same basic steps are performed to find γ(b). Since Pb ⊆ Pa we can see the relation
γ(b) ≥ γ(a) by the series of Tamari moves to get from b to a followed by more
moves resulting from the possibly additional painted nodes of a.
To show that if q < s ∈ Yn implies that γ<(q) ≤ γ<(s) , we consider the string
of Tamari covering moves that relate q to s. Recall that γ< takes the k-forest f of
sub-trees attached along the left limb of q and instead attaches them to a minimal
painted k-tree, that is, they are grafted to a painted left comb with k branches.
Alternately this is described by simply pruning away the leftmost leaf of q and
painting the nodes of q along the leftmost branch. We see that tγ<(q) ≤ tγ<(s) by
noting that the moves between them are the same as those from q to s. Then we
note that we have Pγ<(q) ⊇ Pγ<(s) since any move from q to s either subtracts from
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γ ϕ
ϕ^ γ^
Figure 8. The four projections in dimension 3, with shaded in-
tervals retracted.
the set of painted nodes in the eventual image (if the move involves a node on the
leftmost branch of q) or leaves that set unchanged. 
Theorem 3.3. The map ϕ is an interval retract fromMn to CKn.
Proof. We use the section ϕ>. Again we need to show four things: that ϕ
−1(t) is
an interval in Mn for any w ∈ CKn; that ϕ and ϕ> both preserve order, and that
ϕ ◦ ϕ> is the identity map. This last fact is straightforward, since both maps will
be the identity in this case – ϕ> will always be and ϕ will be the identity when
applied to a painted tree with a forest of unpainted right combs.
Recall that ϕ involves replacing an unpainted forest f with a forest of right
combs. (Sometimes alternately drawn as corollas or just a number.) Thus the fiber
ϕ−1(w) for w ∈ CKn is a collection of painted trees in Mn which share the same
set of painted nodes, and the same binary tree as the subtree made up of those
EXTENDING THE TAMARI LATTICE TO SOME COMPOSITIONS OF SPECIES 11
γ ϕ
ϕ^ γ^
<
<
>
>
Figure 9. The four sections in dimension 3. Here we label the
elements of Yn, CKn and Qn using left and right combs so that the
sections can be seen as inclusions.
painted nodes – but which may have any forest of unpainted trees agreeing with
those facts. Thus the fiber is an interval bounded by choosing that forest to be all
left or all right combs. In fact this is a cartesian product of associahedra.
Next to show that ϕ preserves the order, we let a < b ∈ Mn. This means that
ta ≤ tb in the Tamari order, and that Pa ⊇ Pb. First note that if Pa = Pb, then
ϕ(a) < ϕ(b) by Tamari moves in the painted nodes. If Pa ⊃ Pb, consider the forest
of unpainted right combs of ϕ(b). Each of these combs has a leftmost node k. If
the corresponding node k of ϕ(a) is painted, then we can see the relation as first
performing Tamari moves on the right comb of ϕ(b) until we have the binary tree
supported by node k of ϕ(a), and then allowing the paint level to rise to cover
node k and any additional nodes to match ϕ(a). These moves performed on each
unpainted comb of ϕ(b) give us the result.
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The section ϕ> is very simple; it merely returns us to the maximum of the fiber.
In fact, if we are using right combs for our weighted trees then this section is the
identity map, and so order is clearly preserved. 
Theorem 3.4. The map ϕˆ is an interval retract from Yn to Qn.
Proof. It is easiest to see this when viewing Yn in its incarnation as ordered forests
of binary trees, grafted onto painted left combs. Then the ordering of Yn is directly
inherited fromMn, and the map ϕˆ is the same as ϕ. Thus the facts that the fibers
are intervals and that ϕˆ ◦ ϕˆ> is the identity are already proven.
Now the elements of Qn are being drawn as composite trees (using combs or
corollas) but we need to check that the usual ordering by inclusion of subsets (of
unpainted nodes) agrees with the tree order. That is, if p < q as elements of Yn
(each drawn as an unpainted forest grafted to a left comb) then ϕˆ(p) ≤ ϕˆ(q). By
viewing two elements of Qn as forests of right combs grafted to painted left combs,
we see that the only relation inherited from Mn is that of the containment of the
sets of painted nodes. Thus since in Mn a larger set of painted nodes is a lesser
element, here a smaller set of unpainted nodes is the lesser element.
Finally the section ϕˆ> is given by inclusion of the composite tree as a forest
of right combs grafted to a painted left comb, which ensures that the ordering is
preserved. 
Theorem 3.5. The map γˆ is an interval retract from CKn to Qn.
Proof. We already view an element of CKn as a forest of right combs grafted to a
painted binary tree. Viewing γˆ as replacing the painted nodes with a left comb, we
see the proof proceeds just as for ϕˆ. 
4. Lattices and polytopes.
Next we point out that the four interval retracts just defined extend to well
known cellular projections of the polytopes. These projections are not the same
ones that appear in the work of Reading [14], Loday and Ronco [13], or Tonks [20].
Rather they are found implicitly in the work of Boardman and Vogt on maps of
homotopy H-spaces [4].
Recall that the combinatorial lattices of trees we have discussed here all occur
conveniently as the labels of vertices on convex polytopes. The Hasse diagrams are
specific drawings of the 1-skeleton of each polytope. The polytopes are associated
to another, entirely different, lattice: the poset of their faces, with the empty set
adjoined as least element. It is an open question as far as I know whether there
is any describable relationship between the two lattices, for instance between the
Tamari lattice and the face-poset of the associahedron.
As indicated in the introduction (by our use of the same symbol for both poly-
tope and lattice) we have the following correspondence: binary trees label vertices
of the associahedra; ordered binary trees the permutohedra; painted binary trees
the multiplihedra, weighted trees the composihedra; composition trees the hyper-
cubes. The higher dimensional faces of these polytopes are all associated to further
generalizations of the trees in question, by allowing more non-binary nodes and by
allowing painting to end precisely on a node.
The Hopf algebras of binary trees, ordered trees and Boolean subsets have all
been extended to larger Hopf algebras on the faces of the corresponding polytopes.
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This was achieved by Chapoton in [6]. It is the topic of future study that similar
expansions exist for the multiplihedra and composihedra.
Here we show how the projections discussed in this paper appear as collapsing
of the faces of the polytopes whose vertices they act upon. Figure 10 shows an
alternate “above” view of the permutohedron. This is given in order to facilitate
contrasting the various projection maps.
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Figure 10. The 3d permutohedron, alternate view.
Figure 11 offers contrast and comparison of our new maps to the classic pro-
jections, showing the faces that are retracted. We use the “above” view of the
posets. In the pictured 3d case it is apparent that the two compositions of maps,
φˆ ◦ φ ◦ β (which is the Tonks projection) and ϕˆ ◦ γ ◦ β, have quite different actions
on the permutohedron. The number of collapsed cells are the same in both com-
posite projections, but in the first the image of the collapsed cells (4 hexagons and
4 rectangles) is a copy of S1 where in the second the image (of 2 hexagons and 6
rectangles) consists of two disjoint star graphs.
Next, for comparison, is the Tonks projection again, factored through the cyclo-
hedron as in [11]. Finally for further contrast we include the projection η defined
by Reading in his theory of Cambrian lattices [15].
The factorization of the Tonks projection, Θ = θ2 ◦ θ1, through the cyclohedron
seen in Figure 11 deserves some special mention. First, this factorization is defined
in greater generality [11] in terms of tubings of simple graphs.
Definition 4.1. Let G be a finite connected simple graph, with n numbered nodes.
A tube is a set of nodes of G whose induced graph is a connected subgraph of G.
Two tubes u and v may interact on the graph as follows:
(1) Tubes are nested if u ⊂ v.
(2) Tubes are far apart if u∪v is not a tube in G, that is, the induced subgraph
of the union is not connected, or none of the nodes of u are adjacent to a
node of v.
Tubes are compatible if they are either nested or far apart. We call G itself the
universal tube. A tubing T of G is a set of tubes of G such that every pair of tubes
in T is compatible; moreover, we force every tubing of G to contain (by default) its
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β
β γ ϕ^
φ^φ
η
a
b
c
θ
d
1 θ 2
Figure 11. In a, b, c and d the permutohedron is oriented as in
Figure 10. The shaded facets and edges are collapsed in succession
to similarly shaded edges and points. In a the circled and starred
vertices in the domain of φ are mapped one and all to the cir-
cled (respectively starred) vertex in the range, and likewise for the
squared and triangled vertices in the domain and range of φˆ. In b
both γ and ϕˆ collapse a pentagon in their respective domains to a
single vertex in their respective ranges. In c, the central polytope
is the 3d cyclohedron. Finally in d η takes all the starred vertices
to a single vertex.
universal tube. By the term k-tubing we refer to a tubing made up of k tubes, for
k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Theorem 4.2. [5, Section 3] For a graph G with n nodes, the graph associahedron
KG is a simple, convex polytope of dimension n− 1 whose face poset is isomorphic
to the set of tubings of G, ordered such that T ≺ T ′ if T is obtained from T ′ by
adding tubes.
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The vertices of the graph associahedron are the n-tubings of G. Faces of dimen-
sion k are indexed by (n− k)-tubings of G.
As seen in [5], the permutohedron Sn = KG where G is the complete graph on
n nodes; the associahedron Yn = KG where G is the path graph on n nodes; the
cyclohedron is Wn = KG when G is the cycle on n nodes; and the stellohedron is
KG when G is the star graph on n nodes.
The question might be asked: how easily may the weak order on permutations
and the Tamari order be generalized to n-tubings on a graph with nodes numbered
1, ..., n? In order to describe the ordering we give the covering relations. We can
use the same notation as when comparing tubings in the poset of faces of the graph
associahedron since in that poset the n-tubings are not comparable.
Definition 4.3. Two n-tubings T, T ′ are in a covering relation T ′ ≺ T if they have
all the same tubes except for one differing pair. We actually compare the outermost
nodes, one from each of the pair of differing tubes. The outermost node of a tube is
the node that is included in no other smaller sub-tube of the tubing. If the number
of that node is greater for T , then T covers T ′.
Note that each such covering relation corresponds to a unique (n − 1)-tubing:
the one resulting from removing the differing tubes. Thus the covering relations
correspond to the edges of the graph associahedron.
For example, in Figure 12 we show a covering relation between two tubings on
the complete graph on four numbered nodes. This figure also demonstrates the
bijection between n-tubings and permutations of [n]. The nodes are the inputs for
the permutation, and the output is the relative tube size. E.g., in the left-hand
permutation the image of 2 is 1, and so we put the smallest tube around 2. To
see the relation via tubes, we write down the sets of nodes in each tube. Only one
pair of tubes differs. We compare the two numbered nodes of these which are in no
smaller tubes. Here (3124) ≺ (4123) since 1 < 4.
(3 1 2 4) (4 1 2 3)
3
1
2
4 1
2 3
4
{ 2 }        { 2 }
{ 3, 2 }       { 3, 2 }
{ 3, 2, 1 }     <                       { 4, 3, 2 }
Figure 12. A covering relation in the weak order on permutations.
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It turns out that the relation generated by these covering relations of tubings
has been independently demonstrated to be a poset by Ronco [16]. In her article,
the poset we have described on n-tubings of a graph is seen as the restriction of a
larger poset on all the tubings of a graph.
Figure 13 shows the lattice that results from the cycle graph, rocovering the
cyclohedron in dimension 3. The Hasse diagram is combinatorially equivalent to
the 1-skeleton of the cyclohedron. Notice that this is quite different from the type
B3 Cambrian lattice described by Reading in this volume [15], despite the fact that
the latter also is combinatorially equivalent to the 1-skeleton of the cyclohedron.
Figure 14 shows the corresponding lattice on 4-tubings of the star graph on 4
nodes. This Hasse diagram is combinatorially equivalent to the 1-skeleton of the
3d stellohedron. Figure 15 shows both the cyclohedron and stellohedron lattices
again, unlabeled, with a different view of each polytope for comparison.
We note that as seen in Ronco’s article [16], the Tamari lattice is found as
the lattice of n-tubings on the path graph with nodes numbered 1, . . . , n in the
order that they are connected by edges. Several open questions present themselves:
for one, we notice that the 3-dimensional graph associahedra pictured here have
associated posets which upon inspection prove to be lattices–it is not clear that
they always are.
5. Algebraic implications of interval retracts
Finally we point out the importance of these lattices to the Hopf algebras defined
as spans of their elements. For each of the lattices studied here, there is a graded
vector space given by the direct product of the spans of the vertices of the n-
dimensional polytope. For instance a vector space of binary trees is defined as:
YSym =
⊕
n≥0
span Yn
The binary trees index a basis, called the fundamental basis and denoted {Ft | t ∈
Yn}. There is a graded Hopf algebra structure on this vector space, well studied in
[3]. Similarly
SSym =
⊕
n≥0
span Sn
is a graded Hopf algebra on ordered trees, well studied in [2].
Here we will restrict our attention to the coalgebra structures, which interact in
important ways with the lattice structures. The remainder of this section is taken
in part from [10]. It is included in order to demonstrate the algebraic importance
of the lattice structures.
5.1. Coalgebras of trees. We define splitting a binary tree w along the path from
a leaf to the root to yield a pair of binary trees,
, .( (
Write w
g→ (w0, w1) when the pair of trees (w0, w1) is obtained by splitting w.
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1
2 3
4
Figure 13. This Hasse diagram is labeled by tubings of the cycle
graph, with nodes numbered 1–4. The covering relations are also
a picture of the edges of the cyclohedron.
Definition 5.1 (Coproduct on YSym). Given a binary tree t, define the coproduct
in the fundamental basis by
∆(Ft) =
∑
t
g→(t0,t1)
Ft0 ⊗ Ft1 .
Here is an example:
∆( F ) = 1 F + F +F F 1.
5.2. Cofree composition of coalgebras. The following is excerpted with edits
from [10]. Let C and D be graded coalgebras. We form a new coalgebra E = D ◦ C
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1
2 3
4
Figure 14. This Hasse diagram is labeled by tubings of the star
graph, with nodes numbered 1–4. The covering relations are also
a picture of the edges of the stellohedron.
on the vector space
D ◦ C :=
⊕
n≥0
Dn ⊗ C⊗(n+1) .(3)
We write E = ⊕n≥0 E(n), where E(n) = Dn⊗C⊗(n+1). This gives a coarse coalgebra
grading of E by D-degree. There is a finer grading of E by total degree, in which a
decomposable tensor c0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn ⊗ d (with d ∈ Dn) has total degree |c0| + · · · +
|cn|+ |d|. Write En for the linear span of elements of total degree n.
Example 5.2. This composition is motivated by a grafting construction on trees.
Let d× (c0, . . . , cn) ∈ Yn×
(Y·n+1). Define ◦ by attaching the forest (c0, . . . , cn) to
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Figure 15. On the left is the Hasse diagram for n-tubings of the
cycle graph, with the cyclohedron pictured below for comparison.
On the right is the Hasse diagram for n-tubings of the star graph,
with the stellohedron pictured below.
the leaves of d while remembering d,
× , , , , .( (
This is precisely the type of tree called a painted tree in Section 2. Applying
this construction to the indices of basis elements of C and D and extending by
multilinearity gives C ◦ D.
Motivated by this example, we represent an decomposable tensor in D ◦ C as
(c0· · · · ·cn) ◦ d or c0· · · · ·cn
d
to compactify notation.
5.3. The coalgebra of painted trees. Let Mn be the poset of painted trees on
n internal nodes. Then the vector space PSym = YSym ◦ YSym may be directly
given by:
PSym =
⊕
n≥0
spanMn
We reproduce the compositional coproduct defined in Section 2 of [10].
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Definition 5.3 (Coproduct on PSym). Given a painted tree p, define the coprod-
uct in the fundamental basis
{
Fp | p ∈M·} by
∆(Fp) =
∑
p
g→(p0,p1)
Fp0 ⊗ Fp1 ,
where the painting in p is preserved in the splitting p
g→ (p0, p1).
The counit ε satisfies ε(Fp) = δ0,|p|, the Kronecker delta, as usual for graded
coalgebras.
5.3.1. Primitives in the coalgebras of trees and painted trees. Now for the discussion
of how the lattice structure found by Tamari really impacts the algebraic structure.
Recall that a primitive element x of a coalgebra is such that ∆x = 1 ⊗ x + x ⊗ 1.
Theorem 2.4 of [10] describes the primitive elements of PSym = YSym ◦ YSym
in terms of the primitive elements of YSym. We recall the description of primitive
elements of YSym as given in [3].
Let µ be the Mo¨bius function of Yn which is defined by µ(t, s) = 0 unless t ≤ s,
µ(t, t) = 1 , and µ(t, r) = −
∑
t≤s<r
µ(t, s) .
We define a new basis for YSym using the Mo¨bius function. For t ∈ Yn, set
Mt :=
∑
t≤s
µ(t, s)Fs .
Then the coproduct for YSym with respect to this M -basis is still given by splitting
of trees, but only at leaves emanating directly from the right limb above the root:
∆( M ) = 1 M + M M + M 1 .
A tree t ∈ Yn is progressive if it has no branching along the right branch above
the root node. A consequence of the description of the coproduct in this M -basis
is Corollary 5.3 of [3] that the set {Mt | t is progressive} is a linear basis for the
space of primitive elements in YSym.
Now according to Theorem 2.4 of [10] the cogenerating primitives in PSym are
of two types:
1·c1· · · · ·cn−1·1
Mt
and
Mt
1
,
where t is a progressive tree. Figure 16 shows examples.
The primitives can be described in terms of Mo¨bius inversion on certain subin-
tervals of the multiplihedra lattice. For primitives of the first type, the subintervals
are those with a fixed unpainted forest of the form ( | · t · · · · ·s · | ). For primitives of
the second type, the subinterval consists of those trees whose painted part is trivial,
i.e. only the root is painted. Each subinterval of the first type is isomorphic to Ym
for some m ≤ n, and the second subinterval is isomorphic to Yn. Figure 17 shows
the multiplihedron lattice for M4, with these subintervals highlighted.
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M :=
1 · F · 1 · 1
M
= F − F ,
M :=
1 · 1 · 1 · 1
M
= F − F ,
M :=
1 · F · 1
M
= F − F ,
M :=
M
1
= F − F .
{
{
type 1
type 2
Figure 16. Primitive elements of two types in PSym.
Figure 17. The multiplihedron lattice M4 showing the three
subintervals that yield primitives via Mo¨bius transformation.
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